
Ubuntu Education

Ubuntu Desktop: a proven,  
leading-edge, low-cost OS perfect  
for education 
 
IT administrators in the education sector are constantly 
striving to offer an effective information environment which 
is reliable, easy to maintain, supported, secure, leading-edge 
and yet also proven.  

Often they need to do this on the most slender of budgets, 
so a solution which can give precious financial resources 
back, whilst satisfying both users and administrators is a 
serious consideration.  

The Ubuntu operating system offers just this. 
 

Ubuntu: Reliable, secure, vibrant  
and low-cost 
 
Ubuntu is proven technology, having been on the market  
for nearly a decade. It’s stable, reliable and yet it’s also 
leading edge. Relentlessly developed by Canonical (the 
company behind it) and the open source community it’s 
been constantly improved, maintained and secured. 
 

Low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 
 
Educational institutions can make massive savings with 
Ubuntu. Neither the OS nor the productivity software  
carry a licence fee (along with most of the software in the 
Ubuntu Software Centre), so there’s no cash cost to upgrade, 
and there’s no hours cost managing licences. Research 
conducted for Canonical showed that, with comparable 
supported solutions, a large enterprise could save up to 70% 
by implementing an Ubuntu based solution instead of 
Microsoft’s Windows1.

Well respected productivity  
software in the bundle 
 
Productivity applications are taken care of by LibreOffice.  
Familiar feeling spreadsheet, word processor and presentation 
applications offer all the functionality students and teaching 
staff need, and are fully compatible with files from 
Microsoft’s Office.

Email is provided by Mozilla’s Thunderbird, and web browsing 
by Mozilla’s Firefox, both of which are highly respected and 
widely used alternatives to proprietary software.

Beyond these fundamentals, thousands of other applications 
are available in the Ubuntu Software Centre to meet more 
specific needs. From image processing programs like GIMP 
and 3D animation software like Blender to accounting 
software and other specific educational resources to cover 
curriculum areas like maths, physics, geography, language 
and others you’re almost certain to find whatever you need.    
 

Secure, stable and reliable 
 
Ubuntu is secure in several ways. 
A built in firewall and virus protection help screen out 
attacks. Next, Ubuntu is built around user control: when the 
system asks you if you wish to modify it, it’s trying to protect 
you. Beyond that a dedicated security team, and well of 
community expertise exists to write defensive code quickly 
meaning you’re never more than a few hours and a click 
away from being protected.

Ubuntu also has a light footprint, taxing computer  
resources less, giving much greater stability and reliability. 
This is designed in. As Ubuntu doesn’t have to justify licence 
fee upgrades it’s development is informed only by necessary 
extra functionality, and always subject to stability and reliability.  

1 Calculation based on the table at the top of page 13 http://www.ubuntu.com/management/ema-whitepaper
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Already in use around the world 
 
You wouldn’t be the first to deploy Ubuntu within education.  
Millions of students globally are already learning and preparing 
for the world of work on Ubuntu PCs and laptops.   

From pre-schools to doctorate level and beyond Ubuntu  
has been chosen by Institutions like: the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, The University of Delhi who have 
60,000 Ubuntu laptops, the Andalusia region of Spain which 
has deployed over 220,000 computers, and India’s northern 
state of Uttar Pradesh which has deployed 1,5 million 
laptops. Among others.   
 

Learn More 
 
To learn more about how Ubuntu laptops and desktops  
can enable a great educational environment for students, 
teaching staff, and administrators. 

Email us: education@canonical.com

Enterprise level support with  
Ubuntu Advantage 
 
Proprietary manufacturers may want you to feel you’d be 
exposed and unsupported if you choose a solution like 
Ubuntu, but it’s just not true.  

The Ubuntu Advantage2 support package from Canonical 
offers you fast problem resolution and access to Ubuntu 
experts whenever you need them, from basic office tasks to 
complex development work you’ll always have help close by.  
 

Easy to Manage 
 
Managing your desktop deployment is as easy for thousands  
of machines as it is for one with Landscape3, the system 
management and automation tool from Canonical. Load 
security patches, hold software in a specific release, manage 
permissions in bulk or according to tagged profiles. It’s all 
under your control. 
 

Simple and free from distraction 
 
Booting in seconds, Ubuntu’s launcher contains all users 
need and little that they don’t. It enables students to get 
straight into their preferred learning flows including email, 
browser and productivity software, by ensuring distractions 
are minimised.

If something is not immediately available, Ubuntu’s dash is 
located at the top of the launcher and is based around a 
search facility. Open it, and it will return the most relevant 
results from documents, apps and multimedia so users don’t 
have to go digging around in menus or folders to find what 
they need. 
 

2 http://www.canonical.com/enterprise-services/ubuntu-advantage/desktop
3 http://www.ubuntu.com/management/working-with-landscape


